Capability Statement

multiplan.com.au

Our purpose is to
Translate Ideas.
We see ourselves as the conduit to ensure ideas
and aspirations can be constructed.
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Welcome to Multiplan

Est.
1993

As a leading project service
provider in Australia,
Multiplan has a longstanding reputation for
delivering complex projects
through precision modelling
and steelwork detailing.

Since our inception in 1993, Multiplan has developed and
retained a large team of expert modellers, draftsman
and checkers boasting a combined average experience
of over 25 years.
Multiplan prides itself as being a trusted partner in
industry and advances relationships by providing
leading industry solutions. Offering a flexible suite of
project workflows including design assist through early
engagement or by strict compliance to detailed designs,
Multiplan’s deliverables meet the highest standards,
ensuring problem free fabrication and erection.
In 2018 Multiplan opened an office in Sofia, Bulgaria
to service the European market. With a dynamic and
growing staff along with the support of our Australian
base, Multiplan Bulgaria can offer the same suite of
leading project solutions. Multiplan has extensive
experience delivering premium services to the global
mining and infrastructure sector working in both
Australian and European standards.
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Translating Ideas

CAPABILITIES

CAPABILITIES

Construction Modelling

We offer an array of workflows to translate
your designs into construction models which
will have the precision and data to drive your
projects to a successful completion.
Our modelling workflows range from early engagement with
designers through to traditional modelling from completed design
documentation. Our construction models are created using Advance
Steel along with complimentary BIM software such as iConstruct and
Navisworks to deliver accurate project data and client deliverables.
Our experience in construction modelling extends through many
sectors including substantial mining projects, complex commercial
buildings, subsea, and iconic infrastructure projects.
The success of every project starts with accurate and complete
construction models to drive fabrication and construction
coordination to achieve final completion, on time and on budget.
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CAPABILITIES

Shop Detailing

Modern fabrication facilities rely on complete
and accurate detail drawings, material reports
and fabrication data to drive their workshops.
We have three decades of experience providing fabrication
deliverables to suit the evolving needs of the fabrication industry. We
have provided shop detailing for fabrication including structural steel,
bridges, platework and complex mechanical items.

Our suite of detail deliverables includes:
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•

Assembly and fitting drawings.

•

•

Module and sub-assembly drawings
for modularised projects.

Site erection details for
brownfields projects.

•

Lifting and transport grillage.

•

Workshop set outs and jigs for
complex modules and platework.

•

Fabrication data files and
reports.

•

Marking plans & bolt lists for site
erection.

•

Navisworks models.
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CAPABILITIES

Early Engagement

Our experienced modellers can collaborate with
Engineers and designers to create a seamless
workflow on the construction models from the
earliest stages of design.
We have had great success on projects with early engagement and
design assist services which in many cases involves embedding our
staff to work collaboratively with designers.
Early engagement can produce substantial benefits for project
costs and construction schedules. This is achieved by a seamless
workflow from design to construction modelling to detail drawings
to fabrication in a targeted pipeline of work. This allows progressive
fabrication and erection without the delays traditionally incurred to
complete large, packaged areas of work at each stage.
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CAPABILITIES

3D Visuals & Walkthroughs

Apart from driving efficient construction, our
completed models can also provide valuable
client deliverables such as BIM models for mine
maintenance, animations for presentations,
walk throughs for operator training, and model
renders for display.
We are constantly pursuing the cutting edge of industry development
in augmented reality software which offers the next generation in
fabrication efficiency and site construction.
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CAPABILITIES

Drafting Review Services

Multiplan boasts an average 25 years of
experience within our workforce which can
be an invaluable resource when applied
to represent the interests of clients for
compliance on external projects.
Ensuring design and fabrication compliance can be crucial in
avoiding a costly or delayed project when extensive rectifications are
required. This can be a considerable threat where less experienced
detailers or offshore providers have been engaged.
Multiplan has proven experience in reviewing external fabrication
models and drawings to detect non-conformance and errors which
allows correction prior to costly fabrication and site rectification.
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SECTORS

S E CTO R S

Mining

Mining and resource projects
have been the backbone of
Multiplan’s workflow for over
two decades. This experience
drives our participation in
iconic projects across the
mining industry for iron ore,
nickel, lithium, gold and
bauxite.

Over recent years Multiplan has progressed from
merely participating to providing successful whole of
project fabrication deliverables including structural
steel, conveyors, mechanical platework, heavy
platework bins and hoppers.

Services Include

By retaining our growing team of experienced
construction modellers and checkers, Multiplan can
offer a suite of flexible workflows to expedite any
project, from early engagement with designers to
engagement after completed designs.
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•

Flexible workflows including early engagement and
design assist.

•

Construction modelling from design models or design
drawings.

•

Progressive detailing of structural and mechanical
steelwork.

•

Full array of fabrication data and reports.

•

BIM models for client mine maintenance and training.
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S E CTO R S

Infrastructure

Multiplan has an established
record for delivering iconic
infrastructure projects
across Australia. These
projects include bridges, rail
stations, port facilities and
stadium structures.

Multiplan’s experienced team can deliver the
most complex of projects by providing pro-active
engagement with designers, precision modelling and
accurate fabrication drawings. Our service extends to
the provision of complex workshop set out drawings
and fabrication jigs for large modules.

Services Include

With our expert checking team, we can ensure strict
compliance to all design requirements for total
confidence in the structural documentation. Multiplan
can offer a suite of flexible workflows to expedite any
project, from early engagement with designers to
engagement after completed designs.
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•

Flexible workflows including early engagement and
design assist.

•

Construction modelling from design models or design
drawings.

•

Progressive detailing of structures for staged
erection.

•

Full array of fabrication data and reports.

•

BIM models and model renders to client
requirements.
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S E CTO R S

Commercial

Multiplan offers a dynamic
approach to delivering
complex commercial projects
based on our long history
of successful commercial
projects.

Our talented team of experienced modellers can
engage with designers to deliver a seamless pipeline
of modelling and fabrication deliverables. This will
ensure optimised project delivery of the highest
standard for progressive fabrication and erection.
Multiplan has substantial experience delivering a
variety of commercial projects including shopping
centres, civic buildings, aged care, schools,
workshops, and office buildings.

Services Include

Multiplan can offer a suite of flexible workflows to
expedite any project, from early engagement with
designers to engagement after completed designs.
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•

Flexible workflows including early engagement and
design assist.

•

Construction modelling from design models or design
drawings.

•

Progressive detailing of structures for staged
erection.

•

Full array of fabrication data and reports.

•

BIM models and model renders to client
requirements.
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S E CTO R S

Mechanical

Multiplan’s long involvement
in the resources sector
has allowed us to establish
specialised capabilities to
model and detail complex
mechanical equipment and
platework.

Our experience extends to mechanical screening
platework, shuttle conveyors, ship loaders, stacker
bogies, cable catenaries and feeder equipment.
Precision modelling and strict adherence to
design machining and tolerances in our fabrication
deliverables ensure successful fabrication and
operation of all equipment.

Services Include

This success is underpinned by our dedicated team
of experienced checkers to ensure strict compliance
with design documentation. Multiplan offers flexible
workflows to engage with designers and expedite
fabrication of any complex mechanical equipment.
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•

Flexible workflows to engage with designers.

•

Modelling and development of equipment through
design assist.

•

Progressive detailing of mechanical steelwork.

•

Full array of fabrication data and reports.

•

BIM models and visuals for clients.
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PROJECTS

Mining

Key Completed Projects

Key Current Projects

Amrun Bauxite Mine

FMG Iron Bridge Iron Ore Mine (Delivery Partner)

North Queensland. Completed 2018

Northwest Western Australia.

South Flank Iron Ore Mine – Lead-in

Albemarle Kemerton Lithium Process Plant

Northwest, Western Australia. Completed 2018

Southwest, Western Australia.

Altura Pilgangoora Lithium Mine

FMG Eliwana Iron Ore Mine

Northwest, Western Australia. Completed 2017

Northwest, Western Australia.

Nova Nickel Project
Southeast,Western Australia. Completed 2016
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PROJECTS

Infrastructure

Key Completed Projects

Key Current Projects

Swan River Matagurup Bridge

Princess Highway Road Bridges

Perth, Western Australia. Completed 2018

NSW, Australia.

Sydney North West Rail Link Stations
NSW, Australia. Completed 2017

Perth Optus Stadium Access Structures
Perth, Western Australia. Completed 2017

Narellan Road Bridges
NSW, Australia. Completed 2017

Docklands Stadium Mobile Stands
Victoria,Australia. Completed 2000
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PROJECTS

Commercial

Key Completed Projects

Key Current Projects

MyVista Aged Care Facility

Karrinyup West Shopping Centre

Joondalup, Western Australia. Completed 2019

Karrinyup, Western Australia.

Karrinyup East Shopping Centre | Snakes Head Arcade
Karrinyup, Western Australia. Completed 2019

Civmec Manifold and Paint Workshops
Henderson, Western Australia. Completed 2017

Selby Street Office Complex
Wembley, Western Australia. Completed 2016

National Museum Temp Display Gallery
Canberra, Australia. Completed 2001
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PROJECTS

Mechanical

Key Completed Projects

Key Current Projects

FMG Eliwana Screening Platework

FMG Iron Bridge Coarse Ore Feeder Platework

Northwest, Western Australia. Completed 2020

Northwest, Western Australia.

South Flank Shiploader Detailing

GE Banjo Wind Turbine Assembly Fixtures

Northwest, Western Australia, Completed 2019

NSW, Australia.

Offshore Subsea Persephone
Northwest Shelf, Western Australia. Completed 2016

Wiggins Island Coal Stacker Bogies
Queensland, Australia. Completed 2012
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Our Vision & Values

Vision

To be recognised as the Trusted
Partner in industry.

Mission
To deliver our vision through an inherent
belief and commitment to our core values.

Niche
Advancing relationships to provide
leading industry solutions.
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Our purpose is to Translate Ideas.
We see ourselves as the conduit to ensure
ideas and aspirations can be constructed.

Australasia Suite 12, 4 Queen Street, Bentley, Western Australia, 6102

p +61 (8) 9356 5993

Europe

e info@multiplan.com.au

Kamen Andreev street, 3rd Floor, 24, Sofia, 1303, Bulgaria

multiplan.com.au

